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“The national 'hydrofracking for natural gas"  EPA hearings being held around the country were 

scheduled for Binghamton, NY on the 12
th

 of August 2010.   In fact, SUNY Binghamton, 

OnCenter Syracuse & EPA postponed the EPA HEARING on hydrofracking until the 13
th

 and 

15
th

 September at the Binghamton Forum.  Concerned citizens were going to hold a rally named 

“Voices from Gasland”  after Josh Fox’s new HBO documentary and now DVD movie 

GASLAND.   GASLAND describes the unregulated ‘hydrofracking” by high pressure, vertical 

then horizontal drilling for natural gas using the Halliburton technique of concrete capping of 

well heads, as failed in the recent BP GULF Oil disaster.   This technique takes millions of 

gallons of fresh water per square mile drilled, pollutes it with hundreds of secret toxics to release 

natural gas/ methane from the deep and widely distributed Marcellus Shale, where it has been 

sealed for tens of millions of years under the states of WV, PA and parts of NY.   These millions 

of gallons of polluted water are then used in the ‘hydrofrac’ injection well under 10,000 pounds 

per square inch pressures to release methane and incidentally radon radioactivity plus the now 

polluted water from the shale per well per square mile.   This all either bleeds to ground and 

surface water through vertical fissures from glacial stresses, or as the industry would have you 

believe, only comes to the surface through a concrete lined metal casing for ‘processing.’ Natural 

gas may seem clean compared to coal, but extraction and processing of it has to be considered.  

These millions of gallons of polluted water, radioactivity, and methane appear in wells, springs, 

streams, rivers and water sheds, or if you believe the gas industry, are held and ‘processed’ on 

the surface.   Each  well on a platform containing several wells per square mile requires 

hundreds of heavy water, diesel, fracking pollutants. and excavating trucks, plus huge, super-

compressors.   This at a time when state environmental agencies are suffering great budget cuts, 

as a 1/3 cut is proposed by Gov. Paterson in NYS for the DEC.   The EPA has very little funds 

and authority to investigate Hydrofracking, which is now hyped by energy industry insiders as 

clean and safe. 

  

So, what might we do, as now 'Hydrofracking" is a deregulated industry under the 2005 Energy 

Bill “Halliburton Loophole” exempting it from all Federal, State and local laws.  Nationally, we 

ought to simply close the ‘Halliburton loophole’  allowing established environmental laws as the 

“Safe Drinking water act” and the EPA with individual site Environmental Impact Statements 

apply.   Each geology is somewhat unique, so if it isn’t studied and overseen by non-industry 

inspectors, we will have a water disaster that could destroy by polluting industrialization our 

essential watersheds, lakes, streams, ground surface waters.   The North Eastern U.S. have many, 

varied, irreplaceable watersheds making modern civilization possible.    

  

In NYS the NYS Senate passed a too limited Bill putting a ‘hold until May 2011’ on NYS DEC 

permitting, so the NYS Assembly must pass its’ match and Gov. Paterson sign it into law, just to 

hold up the disaster a few months.  A better new Bill would hold it indefinitely until the EPA and 

other safety regulars find a safe way to drill for this ancient methane gas.   Another idea is that 

the Governor by Executive Order and/or the NYS AG could launch and place injunctions on any 

NYS DEC permitting of hydrofracking indefinitely.    The NYS Quakers are having a conference 

on 18 September on the subject. 

  



Methane gas is often held up as a climate change ‘bridge energy’ to a clean energy future.  In 

fact, the industrialization per square mile required for hydrofracking, including the hundreds of 

trucks, diesel engines and the 10,000 PSI pressurized, massive release of methane, a far worse 

than CO2 gas into the atmosphere, is estimated to make it ‘dirtier than coal’ as a greenhouse 

gas.”  The permitting of this unregulated drilling was allowed in WV and PA, so we can learn 

from these long term industrialization enterprises. This Fall in elections we ought to ask our 

candidates what there position is on hydrofracking and get informed ourselves on the clean water 

and climate change issues before voting.   Now energy corporations have unlimited funds to 

leverage open doors in local, state, legislative and judicial elections to allow more unregulated 

and unmonitored energy disasters like the BP Gulf oil, only locally destroying essential natural 

resources as clean water and soil in our region.”    
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